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In this dynamic picture-book biography, told as if by Vivaldi himself, the famous musician&#39;s

energetic personality and steadfast dedication to music come alive.Despite his mother&#39;s vow

for him to become a priest, young Vivaldi is only interested in music. He soon grows from a feisty

boy who wants to play the violin into a stubborn young man who puts his musical training ahead of

his studies for priesthood.Beautiful, ornate artwork portrays the spirit and splendor of Vivaldi&#39;s

hometown, Venice. A historical note, musical score, and glossary will help readers more fully

appreciate Vivaldi&#39;s life and musical genius.
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Intended for young readers age seven to eleven, I, Vivaldi is a children's picturebook story about the

childhood of classical violinist and composer Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741). Though there are a few

author's liberties taken with Vivaldi's factual biography, most notably telling the story directly from

Vivaldi's point of view, I, Vivaldi stays reasonably close to what history tells us of this remarkable

music genius. Vivaldi's mother pushed him to enter the priesthood, but Vivaldi's first and foremost

passion was his music - how was he to find his life's destiny? The text is moderately complex as

picturebooks go, making I, Vivaldi ideal for young readers who are almost ready to make the

transition to chapter books. Highly recommended.



Love the red priest. Earliest known rebel! Thank goodness he stood up to his Mom and followed his

heart of composing, performing & teaching music. My students will love this story. Vivid pix and fast

shipment.

A wonderful bio for children as well as adults. It starts with his birth and family life. Beautifully

illustrated. Put on his music and enjoy. I'm retired but my students would have loved this book. They

knew all of his "Four Sesons" thru dramatic movement for "Winter" and words for "Spring" and

"Autumn."

I mistakenly purchased this book as a reference for a college paper on Vivaldi. The amount of fiction

involved in the story made it unusable, but I'll admit it was a very nicely spun tale and is suitable for

young children as an introduction to Vivaldi, although it gives his life more of a fable quality than he

actually lived.As for his mother promising to make him a priest if God spared his life at birth, well

that may be true, but frankly his career choices in Venice at that time were limited to priest, sailor, or

shopkeeper. Not much variety, and priest was the one career path that offered a decent education

and salary, plus allowed him the freedom to pursue his passion for music.

This book was very well done. We learn about Vivaldi from Vivaldi. He tells us about his life from his

birth on. It was engaging and the illustrations truly added to the story.At the end of the book there is

a 'what is fact, what is fiction' section. The author stayed very close to the fact and the kids were

interested in finding out what was different.This book held their attention and taught us a lot. It's a

book I'd buy for our home library.*taken from my review at goodreads

This is just a wonderful book. The story is beautifully told and the illustrations are gorgeous. I use it

with my music classes every time we learn about Vivaldi, but it would be a great book for general

use too. It's educational and the children love learning about Vivaldi's life.
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